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Photoelectric Effect : 
 Expt. :  Hertz 1887,   

             Lennard 1900,  

Theory : Einstein 1905 
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Light Sources by 2000 
 

1. The advent of lasers in 1960  revolutionized the field of spectroscopy. During the past   two 

decades the field has grown explosively. 

2. The light field amplitude equals the atomic Coulomb field about 109 volts/cm at power level 

of 1015 watts/cm2 . 

3. Current source reaches 1018 to 1020 watts/cm2 . It is about one-joule 10-fs focused pulse. 
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Agostini et al. PRL42, 1127 (1979). 

Freeman et al. PRL 57, 3156 (1986). 

Due to the laser technology, 

the groups at Paris and Moscow 

started MPI expt. around 1979. 
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Kruit et al. PRA28, 248 (1983). 

PRA36,4111 (1987). 
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Under laser light, ground state shifts little, Rydberg states and threshold  

shift up by the ponderomotive energy 
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Shih-I Chu et al, PRA32, 2769 (1985). 
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Atomic High-order Harmonic Generations : 
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Corkum, PRL 71, 1994 (1993). 

The fact that the maximum harmonic order Nhu = Ip +3.17Up  is 

explained by : 

1. Tunnel of electron at time ts with v=0 from the binding potential, 

two times per laser cycle 

2. Acceleration of the free electron by laser field 

3. Rescattering of electron by the parent ion at later time t  

 Burnett etc. PRA54, 742 (1996), Kuchiev etc. PRA60, 3111 (1999). 

  

 

   High-order Harmonic Generation  (HHG) : 

    Simple-man model 
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Classical theory I 

 3-step model  

Maximum Ek(tr) ~ 3.17 Up 

Cut-off order of HHG is ~ (3.17Up+Ip)/ω, an empirical fact. 
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Science278, 661 (1997) 

Science291, 1923 (2001) 
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85 eV 135 ev 

Attosecond pulse train 

Single attosecond pulse 

   A. BALTU KA  et al., Nature 421, 611( 2003) 

•Laser pulse: 5-7 fs, 0.75mm 
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How to generate attosecond Pulses? 



Single as. 
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2. Phases 
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locked 

From CD Lin 
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W. Lin and A. Kung, Opt Ex 17, 16342 (2009) 
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Isolated attosecond pulses (SAP) 

MPQ (Krausz’s group)   90 eV bandwidth 10 eV  

                              650 as (2001)    

                              250 as (2004)  

                                80 as  (2007) 

 

Milano group    36 eV  (Polarization gating) 

                     130 as (2006)   about 1.2 period 

KSU  (Polarization gating) 

        two-color + polarization gating  (2009} 

                       25 as 

From CD Lin 
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Streak camera, FROG-CRAB 

Atom under XUV+weak IR, ionized electron at ti is dressed by IR, the velocity  

at t later is given below. (e < 0) (conjugate momentum p is time constant). 

Photoelectron spectrum at the end contains information of pulse.  

The duration of ultrashort pulse can be measured.           Corkum et al, 2002. 

 

Using temporal gating technique, a “Frequency-Resolved-Optical-Gating” for 

“Complete-Reconstruction of Attoesecond-Bursts”  FROG-CRAB was developed 

to trace the attosecond pulse.                                           Mairsese et al, 2005 
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E1(t) is IR envelope,  FWHM  ~ 27fs, intensity ~  1014 w/cm2          Keller, PRL2004 

q=11-19, φq is fixed relative phase. 

Eh is ATP  pulse envelope, FWHM ~ 14fs, intensity ~  1013 w/cm2 

The ionization enhanced by 20-25 for all value of time delay td  (or τ below) 

By tuning time delay, the born electron can be driven by peak or small IR  field.  

Schafer : TDSE 

  Example of controlled ATI – atomic pump probe   
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Attosecond Pulse Train (APT) on helium, argon atoms 

PRL92,023003 (2004) 

APT pump + probe pulses 

PRL99,233001(2007) 

SAP pump + probe 
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Solving the time-dependent Schrӧdinger Equation 

 
Limited to one-electron model atomic systems  
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(TDSE) 

Time-dependent Density Functional Theory (Chu) 

To compare with experiment: 
 
Integrated over laser interaction volume 

Theoretical Methods : for simple targets 
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Validity of the perturbation theory 
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The trouble in calculations : 
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Momentum space method for AMO problems 

 
Fock, 192? 

See also, Pauling etc. PR34,109 (29) 
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Lande’s subtraction method : 

1. A basis expansion to solve the bound states in 

momentum space. 

2. A few thousands Gauss-Legendre girds were used to 

find some low-lying energy levels accurately. 

3. In intense field problems, basis expansion is incomplete, 

unless your Hilbert space is represented well.  

Thousands grid points in each angular momentum state 

are time consuming. 
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Finite sphere of radius R : For infinite R : 

Discretization, quadrature : 

1. A key correction to the Coulomb kernel in practical  
computation by finite spatial range was derived. 
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2. Use pseudospectral collocation points and bilinear 

map. Adjust the grids and optimize the favored region.  

    For x in [-1,1] and p in [0, pmax ], 

With the two modifications, only hundred grid points give 

highly accurate eigenstates (shown below). 

Criterion for the validity of finite R modification : 

 p- space Schrödinger eq is subject to the condition 

The condition holds only if the box size  Lx L y L z is large enough. 
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Oscillator Strength 



Calculation of ATI photoelectron spectrum 

 For a hydrogen atom under laser pulse, the time-dep.  Schrödinger   eq., 

we use the generated eigenstates as basis for the problem. 

Solve the coupled system eqs. of coefficients, the dynamics is feasible to 

work out on a desktop pc. 
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Papers of our p-space work : 

 Ue-Li Pena and T.F. Jiang, Phys Rev A46, 4297 (1992). 

 T.F. Jiang, Phys Rev A48, 3995 (1993). 

 Ue-Li Pen and T.F. Jiang. Phys Rev A53, 623 (1996). 

 T.F. Jiang, Comp Phys Commun 178, 571 (2008). 

 Zhen-Ting Huang et al, Comp Phys Commun 181,473 (2010). 
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 formulation 

SFA1 : approximate the driven electron by neglecting the Coulomb potential  

SFA1 : Lewenstein model 

H= H0 + VL 
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Recollision 
Corkum (1993),  
Kulander et al. (1993),  
Lewenstein et al.(1994). 

3-step model : tunneling, driven and recollision 
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Classical theory I 

 3-step model  

Maximum Ek(tr) ~ 3.17 Up 

Cut-off order of HHG is ~ (3.17Up+Ip)/ω, an empirical fact. 
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SFA2 : rescattering model  

H=T +V+Hi ,V is the atomic potential. 

Initial electron kicked by laser and jump to continuous (approximated 

by Volkov) at t’ , elastically rescattered by nucleus to p at t. 

Volkov state approximation for continuous electron :  
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Classical theory II 

 rescattering model  
At  return time, electron elastically rescattered by  

nucleus at angle ϑr to polarization axis. 

Maximum averaged rescattering Ek ~ 10.007 Up 

CD Lin et al, 2009 
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Photoelectron spectra Ar 
TDSE vs SFA1 

CD Lin, 2006 
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CD Lin et al, 2009 

Results from SFA1 and SFA2 compared to TDSE 
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Higher energy spectra in rescattering picture : 
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classical : v(tf)= v(tr)+qA(tr) 
“v(tr) is measured from the center of circle    

which is located at –A(tr)” 

TDSE calculation 

CD Lin et al, 2009 



Molecular SFA 

Under Born-Oppenheimer approx., diatomic SFA : 

q means dressed or undressed, r is electron, R is nuclear coordinate. Molecule 

Kicked by laser at τ , molecule becomes excited and electron is in Volkov. 

From LCAO, laser can excite electron from atom A and B, there is interference 

from two paths. Molecular orbital symmetry is considered. Also SFA2 is developed. 

Both  HHG and photoelectron can be calculated through SFA. 

Faisal 2000 

Milosevic 06,08,09 

Chu 06 

Madsen 06 
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  N2, HOMO  3σg  , 2pz(1)-2pz(2) O2 HOMO 1πg, 2px(1)-2px(2) 

 

Ionization alignment dependence, linear polarized, 800nm, 1 and 2x1014 w/cm2  
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Personal comments on SFA 

 SFA is simple and convenient tool, qualitative right for 

both atomic and molecular cases, and widely used. 

 SFA1 lost Coulomb effect on photoelectron, spectrum 

is similar to TDSE with short-range potential at lower 

energy part but underestimated in ~two orders. 

 SFA2 can describe higher energy electron, magnitude 

is underestimated, too. 

 For molecular case, the validity is not clearly justified. 

 An efficient and accurate enough method is demanding 

and important. 
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Pump-probe process on atom 
 Pump and probe pulse on top of each other.  

            See Tong 2010, Johnsson 2005,2007, Cocke 2010, Schafer 2004 etc. 

The initial state free propagates to t and  kicked by high frequency photon  

into continuous, and  then propagates under IR laser field. 

The study of laser assisted process goes back to Kroll, Watson (PRA8,804 (1973), Chu 77, 

 Maquet etc. This problem is the old dressed atom picture but with new light pulse. 

)(ti is the dressed atomic state, calculated by perturbation theory 

 is the dressed continuous state, a simple model is the Volkov, 

or more sophisticated state.      See Cionga etc, PRA47,1830 (1993),Faisal 2005, 

Gayet etc, PRA66,023412(2002), Nakajuma etc , PRA75,043403 (2007), 

Yudin etc, JPB40,F93 (2010). 

  

)(tk

S-matrix, perturbation theory 
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Simultaneously  FEL + IR pump probe, theory and experiments  

on helium atom. 

long pulse as sinusoidal 

IR dressed 

Jacobi-Anger formula : 
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Maquet, Taieb, J Mod Opt 54, 1847 (07) 

Field and target effects factorized ! 
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Conclusions 

  Many activities  of ultrashort, ultraintense    
laser pulses on various atoms, molecules, and 
pump probe experiments are undergoing.  

  There are space for efficient and accurate 
theoretical methods besides SFA and TDSE.   
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